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ABSTRACT

Objective: to develop and evaluate a hybrid teaching proposal on cardiorespiratory arrest due to respiratory failure in pediatrics. Method: application study, with a quantitative approach. Developed and evaluated a hybrid teaching proposal and a clinical simulation scenario with nursing students on the management of cardiopulmonary arrest due to pediatric respiratory failure to be implemented in a virtual learning environment, between March and November 2018. The hybrid teaching was introduced through a course, and the clinical simulation scenario took place in a laboratory environment. Three adapted forms were used to evaluate the interface of the virtual environment, the simulation scenario and the general aspects of the course with hybrid teaching, evaluating the level of agreement. Results: the virtual learning environment was built in seven modules, augmented by multimedia. The clinical simulation scenario represented a pediatric ward and was composed of actors and a high-fidelity mannequin. A total of 25 undergraduate students participated in it. The hybrid course lasted 30 days. Favorable responses were obtained from 100% of the students. Conclusion: the hybrid teaching proposal on pediatric cardiorespiratory arrest was constructed and evaluated by nursing students and considered an innovative teaching strategy from the perspective of these students.
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INTRODUCTION

The educational process of young adults in higher education is a didactic challenge faced by countless teachers today. Technological advances and changes in the profile of students entering undergraduate courses affect the development and approaches used to construct knowledge(1). The development and use of Digital Information and Communication Technologies (DICT) has been an increasingly present practice in the academic scenario, with the purpose of helping students to understand the practical context of work environments, respecting their particularities and demands in the teaching-learning process(2). In the digital age, the support of DICT in learning provides experiences that are more in line with daily life in which technology appears naturally in a wide variety of spaces.

For a satisfactory educational process, hybrid teaching is an active methodology that gained prominence in the academic scenario, mainly after the advent of the coronavirus pandemic in 2020, due to its characteristic of combining face-to-face and virtual activities with the use of DICT for training. Because of its hybrid nature, this type of teaching provides flexibility in curricula, methodologies, approaches, schedules and
spaces for the construction of knowledge in the most diverse areas\(^3\).

In the training of nurses, there is a need to develop specific skills, such as theoretical-scientific knowledge and clinical skills. In this sense, strategies such as clinical simulation, digital media and instruction using technological devices like computers, cell phones and tablets have been frequently used in the teaching-learning process\(^4\).

In order to meet the labor demand of developing countries, the association of different technological resources and hybrid teaching approaches can contribute to the development or improvement of skills by nursing students, in addition to promoting significant learning in such a way as to prepare them to work in the professional practice\(^5\).

Concerning nursing care, this study is interested in exploring the learning of undergraduate students to work in Pediatric Cardiopulmonary Arrest (PCA) care, since specific knowledge that has a direct impact on the lives and survival of these children is of intrinsic competence of nurses. Respiratory failure (RF) is the main cause of emergencies in this age group\(^6\) and can progress to PCA. This emergency situation demands technical-scientific knowledge and clinical skills for its successful management\(^7\).

Training professionals capable of working in emergency situations is relevant to clinical practice. Furthermore, offering active teaching methods, that is, including the undergraduate students as a protagonist in their training\(^8\), can potentiate the acquisition of theoretical-practical skills during their professional training\(^9\), avoiding putting the lives of patients at risk.

However, hybrid teaching is still being implemented in many Brazilian educational institutions, where research on the construction and implementation process of this teaching approach for the training of nurses is scarce, especially in the pediatric scenario.

That said, the objective of this study was to develop and evaluate, from the perspective of students, a hybrid teaching proposal on cardiorespiratory arrest due to respiratory failure in pediatrics. The results of the study may contribute to support innovative teaching proposals in institutions that still need to offer other methods that include the undergraduate student as an active subject in the learning process, considering previous knowledge and instigating new ways to learn on care.

**METHODS**

Application study, with a quantitative approach, which consisted of the development of a hybrid educational proposal, made up by a virtual learning environment (VLE) with the implementation of different multimedia and a clinical simulation scenario on pediatric CA due to RF. Application study is a research approach that has been gaining ground in investigative scenarios surrounding education. It is a pathway that goes beyond the qualitative and quantitative findings of research and focuses on intervention, the development of products and/or technologies and the cyclic and dialogic process between the researcher and his/her target audience, aimed at solving problems, where the subject takes action actively throughout the course of the studies\(^10\).

The development of the hybrid teaching proposal and its evaluation by nursing students took place between March and November 2018 in a Higher Education Institution (HEI) that had two undergraduate nursing courses (Bachelor and Bachelor and Licentiate Degrees).

Students regularly enrolled at the HEI to which the research was linked were invited to participate in the study, in the two nursing courses available, and who had already completed at least the second year of their undergraduate studies. This last criterion is justified, as it is from this point in the undergraduate course that students have theoretical-practical contact with activities in the area of child health care. Subjects who showed interest in participating in the research, but were not linked to the HEI, were excluded. Students who did not complete all stages of the research were also excluded from the study.

**Development of the hybrid teaching proposal on pediatric CA due to RF**

The methodological framework\(^11\) that guided the development of the VLE deals with
the use of the “Addie” methodology of instructional design. This methodology addresses five development phases: “Analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation”. It adopted the concepts of fixed instructional design (fixed ID), whose model divides the categories of the “Addie” model into two moments – the conception phase (analysis, design and development) and the execution phase (implementation and evaluation).

The development of the VLE took place within a learning management system, using free software to support learning, called “Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment” (MOODLE), which was called USP Extension Courses at the University of São Paulo (USP).

The clinical simulation scenario used in the course with a hybrid teaching proposal was designed using a methodological framework that points out the theoretical-practical pathways for the elaboration of simulated scenarios, considering the aspects prior to the scenario, preparation of the scenario and final aspects of the scenario.

The high-fidelity scenario, with actors and a high-fidelity child mannequin, included a clinical case referring to a situation of CA due to RF in a child in the hospital context, previously validated by experts. In the current study, the scenario used the concepts of mixed methods, with role play and intervention in a high-fidelity simulator.

The developed course with a hybrid teaching proposal lasted 12 hours, with 10 hours reserved for asynchronous access to the materials included in the VLE, one hour available for a synchronous virtual chat session and one hour dedicated to carrying out the clinical simulation. The VLE was organized into seven modules and the course was distributed over 30 days. The learning objectives were to train and expand theoretical-scientific and practical knowledge on the management of PCA in children due to IR.

Evaluation of the hybrid teaching proposal by nursing students

Students were invited via publicity to institutional e-mail addresses. Registration occurred based on an expression of interest on the electronic address provided by the research team, created exclusively for this purpose, in order to guarantee the confidentiality of data and the attendance of participants. After demonstrating interest and completing the invitation acceptance period, students were registered in the VLE and then access to the available materials was made available.

Participants were characterized using a questionnaire, collecting data on age, current period in the nursing course, type of course, use of educational technologies and use of multimedia to construct knowledge.

The VLE interface evaluation forms, the clinical simulation scenario and the general aspects of the hybrid course as a whole were adapted from studies. They contained statements on the VLE interface, the clinical simulation scenario and the general aspects of the course with a hybrid teaching proposal. The information provided by the students was categorized using the Likert Scale, which indicated as “strongly agree”, “agree”, “neither agree nor disagree”, “disagree” and “strongly disagree” in each presented statement.

Students had access to all content and DICT present in the VLE during the 30-day period, with remote access and free navigation 24 hours a day. After completing all evaluation forms and completing the 30 days, access to the materials was revoked.

The evaluation of the VLE interface occurred after students had completed access to multimedia and modules. The evaluation of the clinical simulation scenario and the general aspects of the hybrid course occurred after the completion of the simulation sessions.

After completing the course, students evaluated the interface of the virtual environment, the simulation scenario and the general aspects of the course with hybrid teaching.

In order to analyze the obtained responses, items that obtained agreement greater than or equal to 80% in positive statements (“strongly agree” and “agree”) were considered positively evaluated. The collected data were synthesized and tabulated in an electronic spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel software for descriptive analysis, with the data displayed in tables with absolute and relative frequencies.
The Research Ethics Committee of the educational institution to which the researchers are linked approved the study under opinion 2.596.505 and CAAE 84077418.3.0000.5393. All students digitally signed the Free and Informed Consent Form and received a scanned copy, containing the signatures of the research team.

RESULTS

Course development with hybrid teaching proposal

The development of the course with a hybrid teaching proposal followed the “ADDIE” precepts, with the first phase corresponding to the analysis where the learning objectives were defined, namely: training nursing students and helping them to construct knowledge on management of PCA in children due to RF. Next, the target audience was defined as nursing students with prior knowledge required to participate in the course with hybrid teaching, in this case, having studied a discipline focused on nursing care in pediatrics. Furthermore, the main strategies and methodologies used to approach the teaching of PCA in nursing were observed, available in a simple search of national and international databases, as well as the potentialities to be incorporated into the course and weaknesses to be modified.

Concerning design, the platform that would host the course and the multimedia that would incorporate it were planned. The choice to develop the VLE in the extension course system of the university to which the study was linked is justified because it is a free and easy-to-use platform, in addition to being previously known to the students. The VLE was planned in topic format, on a single page, in order to facilitate its navigation and use by the target audience. The elaboration included means that provide greater temporal flexibility for access to multimedia and allow greater student independence and control over access to educational materials.

The time required to access and navigate each resource was structured. The VLE was composed of eight topics with information and materials for students: 1) presentation; 2) invitation letter and notice page; 3) characterization of participants; 4) educational video on the management of PCA due to respiratory failure; 5) literary materials to support teaching; 6) synchronous chat session; 7) scheduling of realistic simulation activity; and 8) subjective evaluation of the VLE interface.

The presentation contained the resources of “page”, “lesson” and “forum” and made available the research invitation letter, the Free and Informed Consent Form and a notice board. In order to characterize the participants, the “poll” resource contained six questions. Next, the VLE displayed an educational video using the “label” feature followed by a poll to evaluate this video.

Nine documents were inserted into the topic related to “supporting materials”, such as guidelines and scientific articles, using the “file” tool, followed by the synchronous chat session through the “chat” module and, finally, scheduling the time to participate in the clinical simulation, provided by the “choice” feature. The final VLE evaluation topic provided a poll with ten statements for students, the results of which were discussed in the next item of the results.

The course was implemented with the nursing students who made up the sample and had free access to the VLE for 30 uninterrupted days, with access to all resources for analysis, as well as evaluation questionnaires, feedback and suggestions for improvements. The course was made available during this period due to the understanding of the need for flexible access to educational resources, promoting student autonomy and control in the construction of knowledge. At this stage, greater autonomy for students in navigation was defined and small interface errors that occasionally arose were resolved, such as failures to register with the system and inactive resources.

The clinical simulation, in mixed mode (use of simulator and actors), was developed in an educational laboratory at the educational institution to which the researchers are linked. The students were divided into three classes, at three different times, and each one chose the time they considered most appropriate for their participation within the VLE itself. The classes were divided into ten, five and ten students, respectively.

The proposed scenario lasted approximately
60 minutes. The initial 10 minutes were used to carry out the prebriefing, at which time the research team explained the scenario proposals and expectations regarding the activity schedule for the group of participants. A “contract” was defined guaranteeing the confidentiality and secrecy of the actions, the roles and those responsible for facilitating and evaluating the activity. Guidance on safety issues and appropriate use of laboratory materials and equipment, as well as the simulator, were provided. Finishing the prebriefing, the scenario was presented, and the students who volunteered to work in the simulated environment were selected.

The simulation lasted approximately 10 minutes for the three groups. The debriefing took place afterwards, with the entire group of students, where the research team and students discussed the potentialities and weaknesses of the scene, the scenario and the actions of the students. This activity lasted approximately 25 minutes. The final 15 minutes were reserved for students to respond to the simulation scenario evaluation questionnaire and the hybrid educational proposal evaluation questionnaire. Participants received both printed questionnaires to record their opinions.

Course evaluation with hybrid teaching proposal

In order to evaluate the course, from the perspective of students, a total of 59 nursing students agreed to participate in the study; however, 25 students completed the evaluation. Most of them (92.0%) were under 25 years old. Two (12.0%) students were in their second year, 14 (56.0%) were in their third year and eight (32.0%) were in their fourth year of the undergraduate course.

The VLE interface evaluation survey had 10 questions on environment navigation, learning possibilities and the benefits related to the educational technology. The responses provided by the students were systematized in Table 1.

Table 1. Frequency distribution of the responses given by students regarding the virtual learning environment (n=25) related to the items of the VLE evaluation instrument, according to levels of agreement. Ribeirão Preto, 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither agree or disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The VLE is easy to use.</td>
<td>21 (84)</td>
<td>3 (12)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The VLE is pleasant.</td>
<td>17 (68)</td>
<td>7 (28)</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The VLE provides immediate feedback.</td>
<td>8 (32)</td>
<td>8 (32)</td>
<td>7 (28)</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The VLE is didactic.</td>
<td>16 (64)</td>
<td>9 (36)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The VLE provides autonomy.</td>
<td>19 (76)</td>
<td>6 (24)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The VLE makes it possible to learn how to manage PCA due to respiratory failure in children.</td>
<td>13 (52)</td>
<td>12 (48)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With educational technology, I can choose what I want to learn.</td>
<td>12 (48)</td>
<td>11 (44)</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of educational technology helps my learning.</td>
<td>16 (64)</td>
<td>9 (36)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I felt motivated to use educational technologies.</td>
<td>15 (60)</td>
<td>8 (32)</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I believe that the time spent accessing the VLE was enough to enrich my learning.</td>
<td>10 (40)</td>
<td>15 (60)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The statement regarding immediate feedback received around two-thirds of positive responses and less than a third of students reported neither agreeing nor disagreeing with that statement.

Table 1 does not display the response option “strongly disagree”, since none of the participants marked it. Accordingly, the VLE was considered adequately evaluated, with potential for use in teaching strategies for undergraduate nursing students.

The clinical simulation scenario evaluation questionnaire contained eight statements for students to give their responses regarding their agreement. These referred to the relevance and suitability of the scenario for their learning, the spatial-temporal organization, and the general
perspectives of studentsin the face of the educational activity. The responses given by students are displayed in Table 2. The clinical simulation was productive. The topics covered during the activity are important. The duration of the simulation was adequate. The scenario was organized in such a way as to allow the materials to come together. The simulation made it possible to put into practice the content available in the VLE. The conduct of the researcher during the activity was satisfactory. Pediatric CA simulation should be introduced into the schedule of the discipline as a way to increase self-confidence. I would recommend clinical simulation practice to other students. Since there were no responses such as “disagree” or “strongly disagree”, these were not displayed in Table 2. All statements obtained positive agreement, reaching a percentage equal to or greater than 96%. At the end of the proposed activities, students were submitted to a course evaluation questionnaire with a proposal for hybrid teaching in its entirety. The items addressed productivity, preparation, format, topics, duration, organization, expectations, role of the research team, possibilities for introducing the course into the academic curriculum and recommending the course to other students. In all evaluated items, positive agreement equal to or greater than 92% of the statements was obtained. Two (8%) students reported neither agreeing nor disagreeing with the statement that suggested that the course provided sufficient preparation to face a pediatric CA situation with greater confidence and only one (4%) student reported neither agreeing nor disagreeing with the statement that the course met his expectations. Finally, the hybrid teaching proposal was considered containing innovative educational technologies with multimedia in the VLE and clinical simulation scenario, evaluated from the perspective of undergraduate students in a positive way, showing potential for the construction of knowledge on pediatric CA caused by respiratory failure.

DISCUSSION

The elaboration and the use of contemporary teaching strategies are essential for meaningful learning and training of qualified professionals. That said, the results of this study made it possible to describe the development and the positive perception of nursing students regarding the use of a hybrid teaching proposal for the construction of knowledge on pediatric CA due to RF.

Hybrid teaching allows greater interaction between student and teacher and promotes exchange experiences focusing on the construction of specific knowledge, in addition to providing tools that encourage students to acquire autonomy, discipline and flexibility in a dynamic and personalized learning process[17,19].

This is a strategy that seeks to value the construction of knowledge and increase the satisfaction of students in the teaching process. It promotes the development of a sense of responsibility in students, as they are the protagonists in terms of organizing their time and dedication during online activities to meet the demands of the proposed activities[17]. By offering the course with several virtual learning objects and allowing continuous access, the hybrid proposal constructed in this study considered the development of autonomy and responsibility on the part of students, asking them to take a more active and participatory position in the construction of their knowledge.

In higher education, hybrid teaching strategies...
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seek to meet social, economic and knowledge management training demands(18). Hybrid teaching must be an articulated tool, with students dictating the tools and best strategies for their learning during their asynchronous activities mediated by technology. After that, they are inserted into a collaborative scenario developed from the perspective of the teacher, who must seek to continue distance learning and explore the constructed knowledge face-to-face(18). Following this principle, the development of the hybrid course considered the activities to be included in the VLE, in order to cover all students with different learning preferences, and then insert them into a face-to-face, but active, activity where students could carry out collaborative and practical activity of the knowledge constructed in the VLE.

A Brazilian literature review study showed that the hybrid teaching approach provided better development and active participation in activities and group discussions for shy students(17). The authors highlight that the approach valued collaborative activities and the development of teamwork skills(17). In this sense, by carrying out synchronous activities remotely and face-to-face proposed by hybrid learning, students were able to interact with each other and develop communication and teamwork skills.

As it is a recent teaching methodological strategy in Brazil, there are weaknesses to be considered, such as, for example, teachers developing technical skills, specific pedagogical and conceptual knowledge, in addition to the lack of legislation and regulatory documentation from higher education institutions on the implementation of this teaching strategy, as well as the lack of physical resources such as computers and internet in the households of students(17). The research team for this study had technological skills that facilitated the development of the proposal and was also assisted by the physical and human resources available at the HEI where the study was developed. It is understood that, in divergent scenarios, the implementation of the developed approach may encounter challenges not experienced in this study.

Furthermore, the recent global scenario, of an emergency nature regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, elucidated the weaknesses unveiled by teachers who had deficiencies in knowledge and skills for the context of teaching mediated by technological and digital resources, reinforcing the importance of preparing and bringing these resources together to effectively promote knowledge construction(20,21). The team for this study counted on the collaboration of technicians who were available during the development and maintenance of the difficulties faced during the study.

Authors(22) indicated four challenges for creating hybrid teaching strategies, namely: soften, interact, facilitate the learning process of students and promote an affective learning environment. These variables were considered in the creation of the hybrid teaching course introduced here, where the VLE allowed flexibilization regarding the use in the time, date and period of access to materials, followed by moments of interaction during chat sessions and realistic simulation scenarios. Thus, it was sought to facilitate the learning of students by offering diverse materials and different learning methodologies (reading, video, chat and simulation) on the same content. The researchers were concerned on the proximity and affection of the students during the experience to validate hybrid teaching.

A study carried out with healthcare professionals from the Netherlands, Lithuania and Austria explored the perception of effectiveness and appeal of a course that used problem-based learning and hybrid methods through VLE. The perceptions of these professionals varied between the studied countries and assumed this finding due to the lack of experience with teaching approaches, differences in training, inexperience in communicating in virtual environments and different expectations regarding the course(23).

It is important that there is institutional encouragement and constant teaching training for the development of courses and disciplines. Preparing students and a teaching process that includes learning through the use of the hybrid teaching strategy also contributes to the achievement of the objectives stipulated for the teaching-learning process(17).

Research(19) has shown that hybrid teaching must combine online teaching strategies and active face-to-face methodologies to make better use of its tools and potentialities, an orientation corroborated in the current investigation, which
integrated VLE tool strategies into a realistic simulation scenario. Searches have been developed with the purpose of identifying the potentialities and weaknesses of VLE for nursing education. A Korean proposal for teaching nursing through the use of VLE aimed at students identified that this teaching strategy promotes better performance, confidence and satisfaction among participants. Just like VLE, training and workshops using clinical simulation scenarios have become an increasingly common practice in the training and teaching of nurses. Simulation training provides improvements in self-confidence, skills and clinical judgments and is important in communication and teamwork.

In addition to clinical skills, clinical simulation scenarios provide positive attitudinal changes in the conduct and coping of practical-clinical situations. A study demonstrated an improvement in the anxiety of medical students undergoing surgery internships at a university in Iran, during their academic internship, who were involved in simulation activities prior to the beginning of their internship activities.

In this sense, it is observed that aggregating different strategies, associating DICT with active teaching methodologies has the potential to modify and construct knowledge of nursing students in a significant way. However, the weaknesses of this process must be considered so that strategies explore these aspects, with a view to improving this pedagogical approach.

During the process of developing hybrid teaching approaches, the pedagogical aspects of teaching must be explored. There is also a need to evaluate the process, as it is a fundamental part in terms of identifying modifications and constructions carried out during activities according to the objectives proposed by teachers.

In the hybrid approach, the student evaluation process is an aspect that demands special attention and must be coherent with the proposals for the hybrid content offering. Feedback on each of the developed activities is important. Furthermore, hybrid teaching allows for individualized evaluations, which makes it possible to personalize teaching. Evaluation must be used as a continuous tool, and not as an indicator of student approval or failure; it must aim at achieving educational objectives during the process. As it is an educational proposal for evaluation from the perspective of students, feedback tools were not included in the VLE. However, there will be future insertion of feedback for application into the teaching-learning process.

Hybrid teaching strategies associated with active methodologies manifest themselves as a teaching methodology that underpins the teaching-learning process, assists in the training of nurses, promotes quality education and contributes to the achievement of the proposed educational objectives.

Hybrid teaching potentiates the promotion of knowledge construction on various subjects and is used in health education in professional training courses. However, there are few reports that address its implementation in the teaching of pediatric nursing practices, with a focus on pediatric urgencies and emergencies, such as PCA, and on specific content that allows complete and generalized training of nursing students in Brazil.

The limitations of this study relate to the convenience sample and the location where the study was conducted, limiting the generalization of the findings, as it was a controlled environment with several technological and physical resources available. In a scenario with greater limitations, the findings may differ from the data presented here.

CONCLUSION

A hybrid pedagogical proposal – consisting of a VLE and a realistic simulation scenario was developed and evaluated from the perspective of nursing students. The results indicate that this proposal was considered suitable for reproduction, replication and use for training and teaching the management of pediatric CA due to RF for nursing students. This study contributes to the dissemination of an innovative teaching approach with potential to assist in the training of nursing students. Sharing the methodological pathway for developing and evaluating a technological educational tool can influence future constructions of learning objects for the education of nurses on different topics, potentiating the teaching-learning process.
It is pointed out that, although the clinical case used to develop the educational proposal was validated by experts, the validation of the realistic simulation scenario was not carried out during this study, configuring this as a possible limitation of the research. It is also understood that the participation of students for convenience is a limitation of the study, since its replication in different scenarios and contexts would potentiate the findings introduced here. Identifying the reasons for the loss of students who participated in the course also requires investigation for future implementations. The need for future investigations on the perception of teachers and the institutional aspects that stimulate and encourage the creation and the use of this format of educational material should be highlighted, in addition to expanding the target audience for the continuing education of professionals.
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